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Quantum parity conservation is verified at all orders in perturbation theory for a massless parity-
even U(1) × U(1) planar quantum electrodynamics (QED3) model. The presence of two massless
fermions requires the Lowenstein-Zimmermann (LZ) subtraction scheme, in the framework of the
Bogoliubov-Parasiuk-Hepp-Zimmermann-Lowenstein (BPHZL) renormalization method, in order to
subtract the infrared divergences induced by the ultraviolet subtractions at 1- and 2-loops, however
thanks to the superrenormalizability of the model the ultraviolet divergences are bounded up to 2-
loops. Finally, it is proved that the BPHZL renormalization method preserves parity for the model
taken into consideration, contrary to what happens to the ordinary massless parity-even U(1) QED3.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantum electrodynamics in three space-time dimensions (QED3) [1] has been considered as a potential theo-
retical framework for some condensed matter phenomena, namely high-temperature superconductivity [2], quantum
Hall effect [3], graphene [4], topological insulators [5] and topological superconductors [6]. Some interesting properties
may arise in massless, mixed or massive QED3, as parity violation, anyons, topological gauge fields, superrenormal-
izability and the appearance of infrared divergences. The ordinary massless U(1) QED3 is infrared and ultraviolet
perturbatively finite, parity and infrared anomaly free at all orders [7], however at 1-loop parity is explicitly broken
in the course of Lowenstein-Zimmermann (LZ) infrared subtractions in the Bogoliubov-Parasiuk-Hepp-Zimmermann-
Lowenstein (BPHZL) renormalization scheme [8], signalizing that the 1-loop radiatively induced parity-odd Chern-
Simons term to the vacuum-polarization tensor is nothing but a counterterm owing to parity-violating LZ infrared
subtractions in the BPHZL program1. In the meantime, a fundamental question arises if regardless of model the
LZ subtraction scheme necessarily violates parity in three space-time dimensions, more specifically, if whether or not
parity is broken at any order throughout the infrared subtraction in the Bogoliubov-Parasiuk-Hepp-Zimmermann-
Lowenstein (BPHZL) renormalization procedure. Accordingly, the latter issue is dealt in this work by considering a
massless parity-even U(1)× U(1) Maxwell-Chern-Simons QED3 model [10], with two massless fermions, ψ+ and ψ−,
where the gauge mediating bosons, Aµ (electromagnetic field) and aµ (pseudochiral field), associated to the both U(1)
symmetries, are massive through a mixed Chern-Simons term.
The proof presented in this work is organized as follows. In Section II the action of the model is introduced and
some useful gamma matrices relations are established. Moreover, in Subsections II A and II B, the continuous and
discrete classical symmetries, gauge and parity, the propagators and the interactions Feynman rules are presented,
the ultraviolet and infrared power countings are fixed for the model, the 1-loop Feynman graphs are identified and
the BPHZL subtraction operator defined. In Subsections II C and II D, the 1-loop vacuum-polarization tensor and
self-energy graphs are presented, and among those ones, the divergents are renormalized. The 2-loop graphs and their
BPHZL analyses are left to Section III.
∗Electronic address: oswaldo.delcima@ufv.br
†Electronic address: daniel.franco@ufv.br
‡Electronic address: lazaro.lima@ufv.br
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1 In perturbation theory, the proof on the absence of a parity anomaly in massless U(1) QED3 has also been performed by the Epstein-
Glaser renormalization method [9].
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2II. BPHZL: 1-LOOP
In this section the Bogoliubov-Parasiuk-Hepp-Zimmermann momentum space subtraction scheme (BPHZ) [11],
which does not use any regularization procedure, is applied to 1-loop vacuum-polarization tensor and self-energy
divergent graphs. However, due to the presence of massless fermions, ψ+ and ψ−, the momentum subtraction scheme
modified by Lowenstein-Zimmermann (BPHZL) [12] has to be adopted in order to deal with the infrared (IR) diver-
gences that shall arise in the process of ultraviolet (UV) subtractions.
The action for the massless parity-even U(1)×U(1) Maxwell-Chern-Simons QED3 model [10]2, with the parity and
gauge invariant Lowenstein-Zimmermann mass term added, is given by:
Σ(s−1) =
∫
d3x
{
− 1
4
FµνFµν − 1
4
fµνfµν + µε
µανAµ∂αaν + iψ+ /Dψ+ + iψ− /Dψ− +
−m(s− 1)ψ+ψ+ +m(s− 1)ψ−ψ−︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lowenstein-Zimmermann mass term
+ b∂µAµ +
α
2
b2 + cc+ pi∂µaµ +
β
2
pi2 + ξξ
}
, (1)
where /Dψ±≡ (/∂ + ie /A ± ig/a)ψ±, m and µ are mass parameters with mass dimension 1 and the coupling constants
e (electric charge) and g (pseudochiral charge) are dimensionful with mass dimension 12 . The field strengths, Fµν =
∂µAν − ∂νAµ and fµν = ∂µaν − ∂νaµ, are related to the electromagnetic field (Aµ) and the pseudochiral gauge field
(aµ), respectively. The Dirac spinors ψ+ and ψ− are two kinds of fermions where the ± subscripts are related to their
pseudospin sign [10, 13]. Also, the fields c and ξ are two kind of ghosts3 and, c and ξ, the two antighosts, whereas
b and pi are the Lautrup-Nakanishi fields [14] playing the role of Lagrange multiplier fields for the gauge conditions.
The adopted gamma matrices are γµ = (σz,−iσx, iσy). Finally, the Lowenstein-Zimmermann parameter s lies in the
interval 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 and has the same status of an additional subtraction variable (as the external momentum) in the
BPHZL renormalization scheme, in such a way that the massless model [10] is recovered by taking s = 1 at the end of
calculations. Furthermore, some conventions and useful relations that shall be used in subsequent calculations follow:
ηµν = diag(+−−) , γµγν = ηµνI + iεµναγα , Tr{γµγν} = 2ηµν , Tr{γµγνγα} = 2iεµνα ,
Tr{γµ1 · · · γµn} = ηµn−1µnTr{γµ1 · · · γµn−2}+ iεµn−1µnαTr{γµ1 · · · γµn−2γα} . (2)
It should be pointed out that the trace (Tr) of product of an even number of gamma matrices does not exhibit the
Levi-Civita symbol, on the other hand, the trace of product of an odd number (greater than one) of gamma matrices
does.
A. Classical symmetries: BRS and parity
The action Σ(s−1) (1) is invariant under the Becchi-Rouet-Stora (BRS) transformations [15]:
sψ+ = i(c+ ξ)ψ+ , sψ+ = −i(c+ ξ)ψ+ ;
sψ− = i(c− ξ)ψ− , sψ− = −i(c− ξ)ψ− ;
sAµ = −1
e
∂µc , sc = 0 ; saµ = −1
g
∂µξ , sξ = 0 ;
sc =
b
e
, sb = 0 ; sξ =
pi
g
, spi = 0 ; (3)
as well as under the parity transformations:
ψ+
P−→ ψP+ = −iγ1ψ− , ψ− P−→ ψP− = −iγ1ψ+ , ψ+ P−→ ψ
P
+ = iψ−γ
1 , ψ−
P−→ ψP− = iψ+γ1 ;
Aµ
P−→ APµ = (A0,−A1, A2) ; φ P−→ φP = φ , φ = {b, c, c} ;
aµ
P−→ aPµ = (−a0, a1,−a2) ; χ P−→ χP = −χ , χ = {pi, ξ, ξ} . (4)
2 A quantum electrodynamics model describing electron-polaron–electron-polaron scattering and four-fold broken degeneracy of the Lan-
dau levels in pristine graphene.
3 It is appropriated to stress that neither the ghosts (c and ξ) nor the antighosts (c and ξ) take part of vacuum-polarization tensor, self
energy or vertex function Feynman diagrams at any perturbative order, since they are free quantum fields, thus they decouple.
3ψ+ ψ− Aµ aµ b pi c c ξ ξ¯ s s− 1
d 1 1 1
2
1
2
3
2
3
2
0 1 0 1 1 1
r 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
TABLE I: UV (d) and IR (r) dimensions.
The tree-level propagators are obtained by taking the free part of the action Σ(s−1) (1), i.e., by switching off the
coupling constants e and g, thence the propagators in momenta space read:
∆µνAA(k) = −i
{
1
k2 − µ2
(
ηµν − k
µkν
k2
)
+
α
k2
kµkν
k2
}
, ∆µνaa(k) = −i
{
1
k2 − µ2
(
ηµν − k
µkν
k2
)
+
β
k2
kµkν
k2
}
,
∆µνAa(k) =
µ
k2(k2 − µ2)
µανkα , ∆
µ
Ab(k) = ∆
µ
api(k) =
kµ
k2
, ∆bb(k) = ∆pipi(k) = 0 , ∆cc(k) = ∆ξξ(k) = −
i
k2
,
∆++(k) = i
/k −m(s− 1)
k2 −m2(s− 1)2 , ∆−−(k) = i
/k +m(s− 1)
k2 −m2(s− 1)2 . (5)
Notice that from this point forward, all 1- and 2-loops Feynman graphs calculations will be performed in the Landau
gauge, α = β = 0.
The graphical conventions for the propagators are assumed as below:
∆µνAA ≡ , ∆µνaa ≡ , ∆µνAa ≡ , ∆±± ≡ , (6)
and the Feynman rules for the interaction vertices are given by:
V±Aµ± ≡ ieγ
µ
, V±aµ± ≡ ±igγ
µ
. (7)
B. The BPHZL scheme: power counting, subtraction operator, vacuum-polarization and self-energy
For the purpose of renormalizing the ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) divergences of all divergent graphs, UV and
IR subtraction degrees have to be fixed, to do so the UV and IR dimensions of all the fields shall be determined firstly.
For any propagator ∆XY (k, s), the UV (d) and IR (r) dimensions of the fields, X and Y , are defined by means of the
asymptotical UV and IR behaviour of the propagator, dXY (for k, s→∞) and rXY (for k, (s− 1)→ 0), respectively,
furthermore the following inequalities hold [11]:
dX + dY ≥ 3 + dXY and rX + rY ≤ 3 + rXY , (8)
where, in the Landau gauge, α = β = 0, the UV (d) and IR (r) dimensions of all the fields are summarized in the Table
I. Thus, by taking into account all previous results, the UV (d(γ)) and IR (r(γ)) superficial degrees of divergence of
a 1-particle irreducible Feynman diagram γ stems:
(
d(γ)
r(γ)
)
= 3−
∑
f
(
df
rf
)
Nf −
∑
b
(
db
3
2rb
)
Nb +
(−
+
)
1
2
Ne +
(−
+
)
1
2
Ng −NAa , (9)
where Nf and Nb are the numbers of external lines of fermions and bosons, respectively, whereas NAa is the number
of internal lines associated to the mixed propagator ∆Aa. Also, Ne and Ng are the powers of the coupling constants,
e and g, in the integral corresponding to the graph γ.
The 1-loop vacuum-polarization tensors, self energies and vertex functions diagrams are identified in Fig. 1, whereas
their respectives UV and IR superficial degrees of divergence are displayed in Table II. At this time, it should be
mentioned that for any graph γi± the subscript ± refers to external legs or internal lines of either ψ+ or ψ−.
4γ1± γ2± γ3± γ4±
γ5± γ6± γ7±
FIG. 1: The 1-loop diagrams γ1± , γ2± and γ3± are the vacuum-polarization tensors, γ4± is the vertex functions and γ5± , γ6±
and γ7± are the self-energies. The continuous line represents external legs or propagators of either ψ+ or ψ−, whereas the
dashed lines in γ4± denote the propagator of Aµ, aµ or the mixed one, and the external leg of either Aµ or aµ.
γ1± γ2± γ3± γ
(a)
4± γ
(b)
4± γ5± γ6± γ7±
d 1 1 1 −1 −2 0 0 −1
r 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 1
TABLE II: UV (d) and the IR (r) superficial degrees of divergence of a 1-particle irreducible Feynman diagrams of Fig. 1, where
for the vertex functions γ
(a)
4± the dashed internal line represents either ∆AA or ∆aa propagators, while for γ
(b)
4± it symbolizes the
mixed propagator ∆Aa.
Accordingly to the power counting theorem, in view of the fact that the 1-loop diagrams γ1± , γ2± , γ3± , γ5± and γ6±
(see Fig. 1 and Table II) are superficially UV divergent, they have to be UV and IR subtracted. Whenever a graph
γ is possibly UV divergent, i.e. d(γ) ≥ 0, the BPHZL renormalization method is followed so as to make the graph
convergent [12] by also subtracting the IR divergences induced by the UV subtractions. The BPHZL subtraction
program consists of performing UV and IR subtraction operations upon a UV divergent Feynman graph integrand,
Iγ(p, k, s):
Rγ(p, k, s) =
(
1− tρ(γ)−1p,s−1
)(
1− tδ(γ)p,s
)
Iγ(p, k, s) , (10)
where Rγ(p, k, s) is the renormalized integrand, which is UV convergent. Moreover, δ(γ) and ρ(γ) are the UV and IR
degrees of subtraction, respectively, given by [12]:
δ(γ) = d(γ) + b(γ) and ρ(γ) = r(γ)− c(γ) , (11)
where at 1-loop b(γ) and c(γ) are non-negative integers constrained as follows:
ρ(γ) ≤ δ(γ) + 1 , (12)
with tτx,y being the Taylor expansion operator about x = y = 0 to order τ , provided τ ≥ 0.
C. The vacuum-polarization tensor
The BPHZL renormalization procedures of all 1-particle irreducible vacuum-polarization tensor divergent diagrams
(see Fig. 1 and Table II) are rather similar, since they possess the same loop structure, their integrands are equal up
to coupling constants dependent factors, ±e2, ±g2 and ∓eg, corresponding to the 1-loop graphs, γ1± , γ2± and γ3± ,
respectively. Initially, the analysis is carried out for the γ1± Feynman graphs, where the 1-loop vacuum-polarization
tensor, Πµνγ1±
(p, s), reads
Πµνγ1±
(p, s) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
{
−e2Tr
[
γµ
/k ∓m(s− 1)
k2 −m2(s− 1)2 γ
ν /k − /p∓m(s− 1)
(k − p)2 −m2(s− 1)2
]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Iµνγ1± (p,k,s)
. (13)
5Bearing in mind the conditions (11) and the inequality (12), by taking b(γ1±) = c(γ1±) = 0, the UV and IR
subtraction degrees are such that δ(γ1±) = ρ(γ1±) = 1. Consequently, the 1-loop BPHZL subtracted (renormalized)
integrand, Rµνγ1±
(p, k, s), is written in terms of the unsubtracted one, Iµνγ1±
(p, k, s), in the following way:
Rµνγ1±
(p, k, s) = (1− t0p,s−1)(1− t1p,s)Iµνγ1± (p, k, s)
= (1− t0p,s−1 − t1p,s + t0p,s−1t1p,s)Iµνγ1± (p, k, s) . (14)
However, as previously mentioned by setting s = 1 at the end of all Taylor expansion operations, to retrieve the
massless condition, the subtracted integrand, Rµνγ1±
(p, k, 1), results:
Rµνγ1±
(p, k, 1) = Iµνγ1±
(p, k, 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
parity−even
− Iµνγ1± (0, k, 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
parity−even
− pρ ∂
∂pρ
Iµνγ1±
(p, k, s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
parity−odd
∣∣∣∣∣
p=s=0
, (15)
where
Iµνγ1±
(p, k, 1) = −e2Tr
{
γµ
/k
k2
γν
/k − /p
(k − p)2
}
, Iµνγ1±
(0, k, 1) = −e2Tr
{
γµ
/k
k2
γν
/k
k2
}
, (16)
pρ
∂
∂pρ
Iµνγ1±
(p, k, s)
∣∣∣∣∣
p=s=0
= −e2Tr
{
γµ
/k ∓m
k2 −m2 γ
ν
[
− /p
k2 −m2 + 2p · k
/k ∓m
(k2 −m2)2
]}
. (17)
In addition to that, since the renormalized vacuum-polarization tensor, Π
(R)µν
γ1± (p, s), is defined by
Π(R)µνγ1±
(p, s) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
Rµνγ1±
(p, k, s) , (18)
and recalling to the fact that the issue here is to verify if Levi-Civita symbol µνρ dependent terms might be induced
by UV and IR subtractions, only parity-odd pieces of the subtracted integrand, Rµνoddγ1±
(p, k, 1) (15), shall be taken
into account, then from the Eqs.(15)–(17), leads to
Π
(R)µν
oddγ1±
= ± e
2m
4pi|m|
µανpα , (19)
with Π
(R)µν
oddγ1±
≡ Π(R)µνoddγ1± (p, 1).
Analogously to the previous case, Π
(R)µν
oddγ1±
, the renormalized parity-odd vacuum-polarization tensors Π
(R)µν
oddγ2±
and
Π
(R)µν
oddγ3±
, corresponding to γ2± and γ3± diagrams, are respectively given by
Π
(R)µν
oddγ2±
= ± g
2m
4pi|m|
µανpα and Π
(R)µν
oddγ3±
= ∓ egm
4pi|m|
µανpα . (20)
Finally, the 1-loop renormalized parity-odd vacuum polarization tensors, Π
(R)µν
oddγ1
, Π
(R)µν
oddγ2
and Π
(R)µν
oddγ3
:
Π
(R)µν
oddγ1
= Π
(R)µν
oddγ1+
+ Π
(R)µν
oddγ1−
≡ 0 , Π(R)µνoddγ2 = Π
(R)µν
oddγ2+
+ Π
(R)µν
oddγ2−
≡ 0 , Π(R)µνoddγ3 = Π
(R)µν
oddγ3+
+ Π
(R)µν
oddγ3−
≡ 0 , (21)
vanishes identically. In conclusion, besides there is no 1-loop counterterm for the mixed Chern-Simons term,
εµανAµ∂αaν – which sets out that the 1-loop β-function associated to the Chern-Simons mass parameter (µ) vanishes
– the BPHZL subtraction scheme applied to the 1-loop vacuum-polarization tensor preserves parity, being the opposite
to what takes place in ordinary massless U(1) QED3 [8].
D. The self-energy
Among the six self-energy diagrams (see Fig. 1 and Table II), two are UV finite, γ7± , while the four remaining, γ5±
and γ6± , are UV divergent, thus those which have to be renormalized. However, the BPHZL subtraction procedures for
6the 1-particle irreducible self-energy divergent diagrams are analogous, differing only by coupling constants dependent
factors, ±e2 and ±g2, corresponding to the 1-loop graphs, γ5± and γ6± , respectively. Starting the analysis with γ5±
Feynman graphs, the 1-loop self-energy, Σ(γ5±), reads
Σ(γ5±) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
{
−e2γµ
[
1
k2 − µ2
(
ηµν − kµkν
k2
)][
(/k − /p)∓m(s− 1)
(k − p)2 −m2(s− 1)2
]
γν
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Iγ5± (p,k,s)
. (22)
Keeping in mind one more time the conditions (11) and the inequality (12), the UV and IR subtraction degrees are
δ(γ5±) = δ(γ6±) = 0 and ρ(γ6±) = ρ(γ5±) = 1, where it has been fixed b(γ5±) = b(γ6±) = 0 and c(γ5±) = c(γ6±) = 1.
The 1-loop BPHZL subtracted (renormalized) integrand, Rγ5± (p, k, s), can be expressed in terms of the unsubtracted
one, Iγ5± (p, k, s), as follows:
Rγ5± (p, k, s) = (1− t0p,s−1)(1− t0p,s)Iγ5± (p, k, s)
= (1− t0p,s−1 − t0p,s + t0p,s−1t0p,s)Iγ5± (p, k, s) . (23)
Yet again, setting s = 1 at the end of the Taylor expansion operations, restoring the massless condition, the subtracted
integrand, Rγ5± (p, k, 1), results:
Rγ5± (p, k, 1) = Iγ5± (p, k, 1)− Iγ5± (0, k, 1) , (24)
where,
Iγ5± (p, k, 1) = 2e
2
{
1
k2 − µ2
1
(k − p)2
[
/k − /k(k · p)
k2
]}
, Iγ5± (0, k, 1) = 2e
2 /k
k2(k2 − µ2) . (25)
Additionally, once the renormalized self-energy, Σ
(R)
γ5± (p, s), is defined by
Σ(R)γ5±
(p, s) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
Rγ5± (p, k, s), (26)
such that, from the Eqs.(24)–(25), leads to
Σ(R)γ5±
= − ie
2/p
4pi
[
1
4
√
p2
(
p2
µ2
+
3µ2
p2
+ 2
)
ln
(
µ2 − p2
(
√
µ2 −
√
p2)2
)
− |µ|
2
(
1
µ2
+
3
p2
)
+ ipi
p2
4µ2
√
p2
]
, (27)
with Σ
(R)
γ5± ≡ Σ
(R)
γ5± (p, 1).
Similarly to the previous case, Σ
(R)
γ5± , the renormalized self-energies Σ
(R)
γ6± , corresponding to γ6± diagram, read
Σ(R)γ6±
= − ig
2/p
4pi
[
1
4
√
p2
(
p2
µ2
+
3µ2
p2
+ 2
)
ln
(
µ2 − p2
(
√
µ2 −
√
p2)2
)
− |µ|
2
(
1
µ2
+
3
p2
)
+ ipi
p2
4µ2
√
p2
]
. (28)
Accordingly, the 1-loop renormalized self-energies, Σ
(R)
+ = Σ
(R)
γ5+
+ Σ
(R)
γ6+
and Σ
(R)
− = Σ
(R)
γ5− + Σ
(R)
γ6− , associated
respectively to ψ+ and ψ−:
Σ
(R)
+ = Σ
(R)
− = −
i(e2 + g2)/p
4pi
[
1
4
√
p2
(
p2
µ2
+
3µ2
p2
+ 2
)
ln
(
µ2 − p2
(
√
µ2 −
√
p2)2
)
− |µ|
2
(
1
µ2
+
3
p2
)
+ ipi
p2
4µ2
√
p2
]
=
(e2 + g2)
4pi
/p O(p2, µ) , (29)
contribute to the 1-loop effective action (in momenta space) with the following term:
ψ+Σ
(R)
+ ψ+ + ψ−Σ
(R)
− ψ−
P7−→ ψ−Σ(R)− ψ− + ψ+Σ(R)+ ψ+ , (30)
that shows to be invariant under parity, thereby the BPHZL subtraction scheme does not break parity in the case of
the 1-loop self-energy either. Finally, it has been finished the proof on the BPHZL parity invariance at 1-loop for the
massless parity-even U(1)×U(1) Maxwell-Chern-Simons QED3 model [10]. Nevertheless, thanks to divergent 2-loops
vacuum polarization tensor diagrams (see Fig. 2), it remains to verify if whether or not parity still be preserved in
the course of the 2-loops BPHZL ultraviolet and infrared subtractions.
7III. BPHZL: 2-LOOPS
In order to complete the proof if parity is broken or not by the BPHZL renormalization method, once the model
into consideration here is superrenormalizable and the ultraviolet divergences are bounded up to 2-loops (9), it still
remains to identify and investigate the potential UV divergent 2-loops diagrams in what concerns parity breakdown.
By power-counting inspection (9), exclusively twenty four of the thirty six vacuum-polarization tensor Feynman
graphs4 show to be divergent at 2-loops (see Fig. 2), furthermore, it shall be verified if parity-odd local counterterms,
with UV dimension 2, of the type µανAµpαAν or 
µανaµpαaν – local counterterm of the type 
µανAµpαaν shall be
discarded throughout this analysis because it is parity-even – might be generated by the UV and IR subtractions.
However, power-counting (9) dimensional analysis reveals that even though parity-odd Levi-Civita symbol dependent
counterterms could appear, they would be nonlocal since their coupling constant order should be of mass dimension
2, namely, e4, e2g2 or g4.
γ8± γ9± γ10±
γ11± γ12± γ13±
FIG. 2: The 2-loops vacuum-polarization tensor graphs, which the continuous lines represent propagators of either ψ+ or ψ−,
and the dashed lines the external legs of either Aµ or aµ.
Complementary to the previous dimensional discussion, a tensor structure analysis of the 2-loops vacuum-
polarization tensor integrands is opportune. First of all, the thirty six 2-loops vacuum-polarization tensors di-
agrams (γi± , i = 8 . . . 13) are displayed in Fig. 2, and their UV superficial degrees of divergence (d(γi±)) are
d(γ8±) = d(γ9±) = d(γ11±) = d(γ12±) = 0 and d(γ10±) = d(γ13±) = −1, thus from the former UV degree of diver-
gences, the graphs γ8± , γ9± , γ11± and γ12± have to be renormalized, on the other hand the graphs γ10± and γ13± are
already UV finite. Also, prior to the proof on the non generation of possible parity-odd Levi-Civita symbol dependent
counterterms, it is suitable to write down explicitly the divergent vacuum-polarization tensors corresponding to the
diagrams5 γ8± , γ9± , γ11± and γ12± :
Πµνγ8±
(p, s) = λ28
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
∫
d3k2
(2pi)3
e2 Îµν± (k1, k2, p, s) , (31)
Πµνγ9±
(p, s) = λ29
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
∫
d3k2
(2pi)3
g2 Îµν± (k1, k2, p, s) ; (32)
and
Πµνγ11±
(p, s) = λ211
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
∫
d3k2
(2pi)3
e2 I˜µν± (k1, k2, p, s) , (33)
Πµνγ12±
(p, s) = λ212
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
∫
d3k2
(2pi)3
g2 I˜µν± (k1, k2, p, s) ; (34)
4 It should be pointed that, for the sake of subsequent renormalization, the symmetrical diagrams corresponding to γ11± , γ12± and γ13±
– those with the propagators ∆µνAA, ∆
µν
aa or ∆
µν
Aa inside the loop in its upper part – have to be taken into consideration.
5 As already mentioned, since possible parity-even local counterterm of the type µανAµpαaν has not been taken into consideration, it
remains sixteen graphs that could generate parity-odd-like counterterms µανAµpαAν and µανaµpαaν .
8such that λi = e (i = 8, 9, 11, 12) if the two external legs are of Aµ, otherwise, if aµ as the two external legs, λi = g,
and
Îµν± (k1, k2, p, s) = −Tr
γµ
[
i
/k1 ∓m(s− 1)
k21 −m2(s− 1)2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸ γα
[
−i 1
(k1 − k2)2 − µ2
(
ηαβ − (k
α
1 − kα2 )(kβ1 − kβ2 )
(k1 − k2)2
)]
×
×
[
i
/k2 ∓m(s− 1)
k22 −m2(s− 1)2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸ γν
[
i
(/k2 − /p)∓m(s− 1)
(k2 − p)2 −m2(s− 1)2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸ γβ
[
i
(/k1 − /p)∓m(s− 1)
(k1 − p)2 −m2(s− 1)2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
 , (35)
I˜µν± (k1, k2, p, s) = −Tr
γµ
[
i
/k1 ∓m(s− 1)
k21 −m2(s− 1)2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸ γν
[
i
(/k1 − /p)∓m(s− 1)
(k1 − p)2 −m2(s− 1)2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸ γα
[
−i 1
k22 − µ2
(
ηαβ − k
α
2 k
β
2
k22
)]
×
×
[
i
(/k1 − /k2 − /p)∓m(s− 1)
(k1 − k2 − p)2 −m2(s− 1)2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸ γβ
[
i
(/k1 − /p)∓m(s− 1)
(k1 − p)2 −m2(s− 1)2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
 , (36)
where p is the external momentum and the subscripts + and − refer to the internal lines of ψ+ and ψ−, respectively.
Drawing attention to the integrands I˜µν± (35) and I˜
µν
± (36), it can be seen that trace of the product of four to eight
gamma matrices is generated, notwithstanding that solely trace of five and seven gamma matrices produces the Levi-
Civita symbol µνρ (2). Also, it shall be noticed from the terms of the integrands, I˜µν± (35) and I˜
µν
± (36), identified
by under braces that they contribute each one to the trace product with at most one gamma matrix. Furthermore,
as an example, by picking out from the integrand I˜µν± (35) a piece of trace product of five gamma matrices, e.g.:
Zµν5±(k1, k2, p, s) = −Tr{γµ[∓im(s− 1)]γα[∆αβ(k1, k2)][∓im(s− 1)]γν [∓im(s− 1)]γβ [i(/k1 − /p)]}, it can be written as
Zµν5±(k1, k2, p, s) = ±µνρX5ρ(k1, k2, p, s) +Yµν5±(k1, k2, p, s), where the first term is parity-odd whereas the second one
is parity-even. In the sequence, using the same strategy applied to all five gamma matrices dependent terms, of the
integrands (35) and (36), they can be rewritten as:
Îµν5±(k1, k2, p, s) = ±µνρÂ5ρ(k1, k2, p, s) + Ŝµν5±(k1, k2, p, s) , (37)
I˜µν5±(k1, k2, p, s) = ±µνρA˜5ρ(k1, k2, p, s) + S˜µν5±(k1, k2, p, s) , (38)
where Ŝµν5± and S˜µν5± are parity-even tensors, and their subscripts + and − refer to the internal lines of ψ+ and ψ−,
respectively. Consequently, the total integrands stemming from the trace of five gamma matrices, Îµν5 = Î
µν
5+ + Î
µν
5−
and I˜µν5 = I˜
µν
5+ + I˜
µν
5−, read:
Îµν5 (k1, k2, p, s) = Ŝµν5+(k1, k2, p, s) + Ŝµν5−(k1, k2, p, s) , (39)
I˜µν5 (k1, k2, p, s) = S˜µν5+(k1, k2, p, s) + S˜µν5−(k1, k2, p, s) , (40)
thence there is no Levi-Civita symbol µνρ dependent terms emerged from the trace of five gamma matrices
contributing to the total divergent integrand of vacuum-polarization tensor, remaining therefore only parity-even
terms. Beyond that, it lacks to discuss the issue of non generation of possible parity-odd Levi-Civita symbol de-
pendent counterterms for the case of the trace product of seven gamma matrices. Analogously to the preced-
ing discussion, from the integrands I˜µν± (35) and I˜
µν
± (36), considering the terms highlighted by under braces,
and for instance, by picking out from the integrand I˜µν± (35) a piece of trace product of seven gamma ma-
trices, e.g.: Zµν7±(k1, k2, p, s) = −Tr{γµ[i(/k1)]γα[∆αβ(k1, k2)][i(/k2)]γν [i(/k2 − /p)]γβ [∓im(s − 1)]}, it follows that
Zµν7±(k1, k2, p, s) = ±µνρX7ρ(k1, k2, p, s) + Yµν7±(k1, k2, p, s), with the first term being parity-odd whereas the sec-
ond one being parity-even. In addition to, doing similarly to all seven gamma matrices dependent terms of (35) and
(36), it can be shown that:
Îµν7±(k1, k2, p, s) = ±µνρÂ7ρ(k1, k2, p, s) + Ŝµν7±(k1, k2, p, s) , (41)
I˜µν7±(k1, k2, p, s) = ±µνρA˜7ρ(k1, k2, p, s) + S˜µν7±(k1, k2, p, s) , (42)
where Ŝµν7± and S˜µν7± are parity-even tensors, and the internal lines of ψ+ and ψ− in the corresponding graphs are
respectively represented by the subscripts + and −. Morover, from the trace of seven gamma matrices, the total
9integrands, Îµν7 = Î
µν
7+ + Î
µν
7− and I˜
µν
7 = I˜
µν
7+ + I˜
µν
7−, are given by:
Îµν7 (k1, k2, p, s) = Ŝµν7+(k1, k2, p, s) + Ŝµν7−(k1, k2, p, s) , (43)
I˜µν7 (k1, k2, p, s) = S˜µν7+(k1, k2, p, s) + S˜µν7−(k1, k2, p, s) , (44)
thus likewise the five gamma matrices case, there is no Levi-Civita symbol µνρ dependent terms yielded from the
trace of seven gamma matrices, surviving only parity-even terms which contribute to the total divergent vacuum-
polarization tensor.
Ultimately, based on the argumentations above, the 2-loops unsubtracted integrands associated to the vacuum-
polarization tensors ΠµνAA and Π
µν
aa do not produce parity-violating counterterms of the type, 
µανAµ∂αAν and
µανaµ∂αaν , therefore it is concluded that parity is still preserved at 2-loops under the BPHZL renormalization
procedures. Besides, due to the fact that the UV divergences are restricted up to 2-loops, thus for higher perturbative
orders greater than two there is no need of UV subtractions, consequently it is definitely proved that the BPHZL
renormalization method preserves parity for the massless parity-even U(1)×U(1) Maxwell-Chern-Simons QED3 model
[10].
IV. CONCLUSION
The massless parity-even U(1)×U(1) planar quantum electrodynamics (QED3) model [10] exhibits quantum parity
conservation at all orders in perturbation theory. The proof has been performed using the Bogoliubov-Parasiuk-
Hepp-Zimmermann-Lowenstein (BPHZL) renormalization method, however owing to the presence of two massless
fermions in the spectrum, infrared divergences might emerge in the course of the ultraviolet divergences subtractions
and must be subtracted as well, for this reason, the Lowenstein-Zimmermann (LZ) subtraction scheme has been
adopted. The power-counting – the ultraviolet and infrared superficial degrees of divergence (9) of any 1-particle
irreducible Feynman diagram – reveals that ultraviolet divergences are bounded at most to two loops. At one loop
all six vacuum-polarization tensor diagrams are linear ultraviolet divergent, four of the six self-energy diagrams are
logarithm ultraviolet divergent, while all the vertex-function diagrams are ultraviolet finite, beyond that at two loops,
twenty four of the thirty six vacuum-polarization tensor Feynman graphs are ultraviolet divergent (Fig. 1 and Table
II). Although there are counterterms6 at one and two loops, none of them violate parity symmetry and together to
the fact that the model is superrenormalizable, it stems as a byproduct that parity is guaranteed at any radiative
order. As a final conclusion, for the model presented in this work, opposite to the case of the ordinary massless
parity-even U(1) QED3 [8], the BPHZL subtraction scheme with the Lowenstein’s adaptation of the Zimmermann’s
forest formula [12] preserves parity symmetry at all perturbative order.
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